
Dear Warren, 
 
Thank you for your e-mail, which I received this afternoon. I apologize for not making 
my contact information easy enough to find – I was hoping that the link I provided to my 
photography Web site where the footer of each page contains my contact information 
would be sufficient. 
 
I will admit that my expertise in defamation is new and somewhat shallow, although I am 
a quick study. I have been borrowing a bit of knowledge from an acquaintance that used 
to be a practicing lawyer (since retired from the profession). It is his opinion, as someone 
who is familiar with Canadian defamation law, that your claims against Mr. Scott are 
wholly without merit and would not stand up in court. Indeed, he feels that Mr. Scott 
would probably not need to bring up ‘fair comment’ as a defense since any competent 
judge worth his salt would have already tossed the case with an accompanying belly 
laugh. In the event the case was allowed to proceed, Mr. Scott’s comments should stand 
as fair comment since they were conjecture (definitely not a statement of fact), directed at 
yourself, not your mother. 
 
To be frank, I’m completely gobsmacked that you saw Mr. Brooks’ post as a personal 
attack on yourself. It seemed evident, to me at least, that he was taking a swipe at 
Liberals as a whole, collectively blaming the Liberals and their supporters as a group for 
the death of one of our sailors. Is it wrong to point out the lives destroyed by decades of 
failed Liberal military policy? Is it wrong to ask those who have voted in favor of those 
policies and who have worked to implement them to accept some measure of personal 
responsibility? This is surely no more offensive than your continued labeling of your 
right-leaning critics as ‘red necked mouth breathers’.  
 
Speaking of which, could you please be a bit more careful when you sling those terms 
around? I, and ALL of the Conservatives whom I consider to be good friends, are pro 
choice, pro gay marriage, and consider racists to be nasty little cockroaches that should 
be stepped on whenever possible. We may have strong views on fiscal restraint and 
personal responsibility, but that does not mean that we’re all a bunch of Bible-punching, 
slack-jawed, cultists. The disturbing amount of press that the socons garner annoys the 
Hell out of us as this is not the Conservative movement we’re familiar with. 
 
To be continually labeled with terms usually associated with intellectually impaired, 
homophobic, bigoted, racist, and backwards individuals is hurtful in the extreme. I'm 
dismayed that you feel it is acceptable to treat others with such disrespect (David Janes 
comes to mind), yet beat your breast and claim injury when you feel some heat in return. 
This type of adversarial behavior must end if Canadians on both the left and the right are 
to carry Canada forward together. (Yes, I realize I am not without blame in this 
department, either. I will try harder in the future.) 
 
I admit that I am reluctant to remove the quote from Mr. Scott’s site from my post as you 
requested for the following reasons: 
 



1. I truly believe that this is a relevant and newsworthy item that stands as fair 
comment (and have been advised to that effect). 

2. I disapprove of your tactics when it comes to stifling the free speech of others. 
Posting rebuttals on your site would have been taking the higher road, and would 
have helped maintain a good deal of my respect for you (I’m not your detractor on 
every issue). The road that you have chosen to take us down instead is dark and 
ugly. I don’t want for my daughter to grow up in a country where the law (or 
threat of it) is used to crush others with impunity. 

 
However, your original communication to me certainly was ‘gentlemanly’, and I’m 
inclined to reciprocate by offering a compromise. You will find the following text in the 
post on your Web log, which I quoted in ‘Rebutting Kinsella’s Rebuttal’: 
 
‘(kind of suggests what circles my detractors can travel in, I think).’ 
 
If you were willing to modify this to read ‘what circles some of my detractors can travel 
in’, that would be most acceptable. Believe me when I say that I find being compared to 
nasty little bigots rather injurious. In return, I will strike the excerpted text from my post 
leaving only the link to Mr. Scott’s Web log. I will also amend my rebuttal post to reflect 
the change you have made. 
 
I propose this with sensitivity to your concern for your mother, which I find to be entirely 
commendable. I come from a rather broken background myself, and have profound 
respect for parents, children, and siblings that stick together and love each other. Please 
don’t ever let go of that – it’s one of the things that makes the world go ‘round.  
 
I feel badly that recent comments have caused the grief of your father’s recent passing to 
be re-visited upon your family, but I stand by my belief that you have misread the intent 
of the bloggers you have clashed with and over-reacted as a result. Worse, you are setting 
an ugly precedent that does not bode well for free speech on the Net in Canada. I am 
disappointed, as I had expected better from a person of your obvious abilities and 
intelligence. 
 
I look forward to your reply. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Sean David A. McCormick 
1483 Grant Way NW 
Edmonton, AB 
T5T 6M9 
 
(780) 486-3882 


